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Death Metal in between brutality and melancholy
Nearly four years after the last album from the remarkable THIRDMOON,
around mastermind Wolfgang Rothbauer (also IN SLUMBER, EISBLUT),
the Austrian / French quintet comes back with "Dimorphic Cynosure". Even
ten years since their debut release, this fifth studio album shows that the
band from Linz is just not ready to retire yet, but is hungrier than ever before.
Thereby, "Dimorphic Cynosure" is the most aggressive but also most
melancholic THIRDMOON album. Wolfgang Rothbauer himself calls it
lyrically and musically the most emotional release of his previous creative
period.
In order to reappear properly after a not always voluntary break of creativity,
the album will not only be available as a standard JewelCase, but also as a
limited DigiPak version with four bonus tracks, where three of them
originated spontaneously during the recording of the album, reflecting the
emotional condition during the time of recording quite sentimentally and
honestly.
With "Dimorphic Cynosure" the band now has the potential to be catapulted
to where vehement followers see them for a long time: ahead of the
European Melodic Death / Black Metal! In spite of groove and brutality,
THIRDMOON don´t do without their ever since well-known catchy melodies
and emotional acoustic parts.
"Dimorphic Cynosure" is more than just an album. It is the loud and
bloodcurdling sign of life from a band - forgotten by many, but which never
gave up despite several circumstances over the past years. There is no
more impressive comback.
Recorded at the Soundspur Studio in Garsten and mastered by Peter
"Pluto" Neuber / Mega Wimp Sound (WAR FROM A HARLOTS MOUTH,
AVULSED, NECROPHOBIC) in Berlin, this production also leaves nothing
to be desired and makes - with an extraordinary and stunning artwork - this
release a class of its own, which shouldn´t be missing in any CD collection.

Discography

Line-up

Grotesque Autumnal Weepings (1997)
Aquis Submersus (1999 Napalm)
Bloodforsaken (2000 Napalm)
Sworn enemy: Heaven (2004 FM Rec)
Dimorphic Cynosure (2007 Maintain)

Wolfgang Rothbauer - vocals, guitars
Matias Larrede - guitar
Dominik Sebastian - guitar
Martin Zeller - drums
Simon Öller - bass
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TRACKLIST
1. Slave
2. Crawl Through Subspecies
3. Sinew Disconnected
4. Character Of Scars
5. Cross The Rubicon
6. Dimorphic (Prologue)
7. Dimorphic Cynosure
8. Sentenced To Aeons
9. Instrumental
10. Souls To Drown
11. Cadaverous Haven
12. Livid
13. Entwined Dimensions
14. Nothing
15. Outro

running time: ca. 62:02 min
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